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Blog...
ROB’s

Another great meeting last night with Guest
Speaker Chris de Fraga speaking on “They teach
you to drive but not to crash”. To me it was quite
scary so I guess the whole idea is not to have an
accident touch wood.

I would like to thank Trevor and Maureen Pang for all the work they have
done on the Conference committee, which started eighteen months ago!
Outstanding effort and it was a great conference. Also I would like to thank
all the members who came along and were inspired by the speakers that
make you proud to be a Rotarian. I think every Conference is great to be
there to hear the latest on what is happening in Rotary.
While on the job I would like to thank Jo Cowling, Sue Bolton and helped out
by Annie Wysham for all they did in helping make the Women in Rotary
International Women’s Day Breakfast a great success with 720 attending
and raising $19,000 for Violence Free Families!
Also I would like to thank all those who attended the bridge opening in
Kinglake. It was great to see the bridge finished and it is a bridge which will
be there for generations to come. I thought the bridge looked fantastic and
there are many cockies that would be very jealous. I thank everybody
involved in its construction and another job as Rotarians we can be proud of
where Government departments and other charitable funding organisations
would not go.
Finally I would like to thank Phil, Judy, Ross and Simon at the Convent
Carpark where we raised $1700 for the Club. It was a busy day and it does
need four people each shift as it can be very tiring believe me I was not the
only one who was buggered. [sic]
Odd spots
I have a ornamental pear here and the leaves are starting to colour-up but it is
flowering again which usually only happens in spring. What’s happening? Climate change?? Something is in the wind or is it the end of the??
The other day I received a letter addressed to “allendale alpington 3448”, yes
it was for me as they always said the mail gets through regardless.
Keep up the good work and remember we need members
Finally the last word from Guru Bob:
It matters not whether the glass
is half full or half empty
or whether it is two thirds full
or five –eights empty
What matters is how much is in the
bottle next to the glass
President Rob

Last Week’s Meeting Scribe John Benger
Twenty plus years ago many members of the club had teenage kids (Ah yes I
remember it well) and RRC became heavily involved in sending and receiving
Exchange Students.
Aya Isono was from Japan and it was wonderful to see her back to visit with her
husband. Barry and Sue Roberts have maintained contact and have very
generously taken them around on this trip. Doreen and Miles Schofield were very
actively involved with the program and it was great to see Doreen at a meeting, and
looking so fit and well. Aya spoke and thanked Rotarians for all they had done.
Chris de Fraga was our speaker and if we talk icon cars then there is little doubt
Chris is an icon motor writer. Over decades we have read Chris’s comments on all
aspects of motoring. Chris started his presentation showing a picture of the first car,
made by Karl Benz, and traced the history of motoring concentrating on the safety
aspects. He recounted how Ralph Nader’s book “Unsafe at Any Speed” resulted in a
new emphasis on safety. Some of this was based around designs that caused a
crash impact to be deflected so the passenger area remained stable even in major
crashes.
Chris covered ABS braking, which stops break lock up and reduces stopping time
plus improves control, and many new technologies. Steering wheel vibration if you
“wander” outside lines or get too close to the car in front. Rear sensors that
recognise an approaching car, even in blind spots. Detection devices that see
further ahead than your lights. Eye movement detectors that measure your reaction,
and blink rate, and recognise you need a rest. He recommended checking
www howsafeismycar.com.au before you buy a car. Chris said we should follow the
direction of rally drivers and always be on the alert for what we would do if a crash
happened at this moment.
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Do not stiffen your legs as it is better for the force to be taken by ankles, knees and
hips bending. Do not grab any handles. Never stiffen your arms. He noted the
speed and pressure of an airbag release can cause serious injury if you have any
part of your body hit by the exploding bag. The bag needs to expand and then you
impact a cushion. So always have seat belts on and, in a crash, do not have your
arms on a steering wheel which may have an air bag. Chris also added that you
should be observant of the “soft spots”. The small trees, the wires on fences and not
the posts. Also be constantly noting things like safe run offs.
Chris advocated that at all times be thinking “what would I do if I had a crash now”.
A very valuable and interesting talk.
Sue Bolton noted she had a 1966 Mini in the garage and her car of the past was now
a collector’s item.
After Chris, we had a promotion for Café Internationale at International House.
Janice Kesterton and Maureen Pang organising a table.
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Richmond Youth Exchange Student 1991 – 1992 Aya Isono (Japan)

Next Week’s Speaker Angela Conquet
Dancehouse, the centre for independent contemporary
dance based in Melbourne, has appointed Angela
Conquet as its new artistic director and chief executive
officer.
Angela Conquet comes to Australia from her work as
artistic director for dance at Mains d’Oeuvres Paris – a
major multi-arts cultural centre and a pioneer among
independent art spaces in France.
According to Dancehouse’s press release, Conquet has a passion for contemporary
dance and a compelling vision for its development grounded in a track record of
innovative and successful initiatives. At Mains d’Oeuvres Paris, Conquet created a
highly acclaimed creative laboratory and incubator for dance artists, and developed a
role as a facilitator weaving inventive links between artists and their cultural
contexts".
Conquet says: “I strongly believe that choreographers/dancers can enable social and
cultural discourse by triggering critical reflection, as our society is reflected in their
moving bodies. I am convinced that Dancehouse has a key role to play in presenting
the best of new Australian dance, nurturing Melbourne’s artists, developing new
audiences, but more importantly, in bringing a vision of our world nourished by poetic
intelligence and in pushing creative living.”
www.danceaustralia.com.au
ROTARY YOUTH ARTS PROJECT
Through a series of workshops and an outreach program, disadvantaged youth of both genders aged15-25 will have the opportunity to
build skills in safe and supportive environments, and thereby gain life skills such as teamwork, creativity and the confidence to develop
their future.
The workshops are designed to nurture the physical and creative potential of a group of young people the majority of whom live in the
high-rise estates within the City of Yarra or attend an alternative school. Both Dancehouse and the Centre for Contemporary Photography
recognise the link between physical activity and emotional wellbeing and feel it is particularly vital to raise young people’s awareness and
involvement in physical and creative activity. The effectiveness of visual arts in engaging severely disadvantaged young people has been
demonstrated in previous arts based projects.
The interaction and skill sharing contained in this program encourages teamwork and the development of interpersonal communication
skills, building self-confidence, body awareness and physical fitness while exploring and developing creativity and performance-making
skills. The project also encourages interaction, collaboration and resource sharing between the artists and communities of the
participating organisations (Dancehouse and CCP).

UPCOMING EVENTS
Date
Day
2‐Apr Monday
Susan Francis
16‐Apr Monday
Angela Conquet
23‐Apr Monday
Jennifer North
30‐Apr Monday
Peter Lee
7‐May Monday
Nanci Thurston
14‐May Monday
Australian Rotary Health
21‐May Monday
Jennifer Elliot
28‐May Monday
Ainger Awards
18‐Jun Monday
Geoff Sussman
2‐Jul Monday
Club Changeover Night
* Club Meeting

Bennelong Trust
Dancehouse
Ronald McDonald House at Monash
Vietnam PCAST Project
HeartSmart at Epworth
Hat Day
Baby Boomers Bellies & Blood Sugars
Public Speaking Awards
tba
President Rob to President Elect Sue

Chairperson
Tim Baker
Trevor Pang
John Benger
Trevor Pang
Melissa Carfax‐Foster
Annie Wysham
Dot Brown
Ben Hosking
tba
tba

Incoming Email....
From: giulia cardoso
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 9:48 PM
To: Jo Cowlin g
Subject: Grand Prix
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Hey Jo!
This weekend was amazing!
I went to Formula 1 with Isabella Ferrari (Footscray), Isabela Zatti (Fern Tree Gully - 9810) and a
couple of friends of my family (My real one) from Brazil who live here in Melbourne.
Here a photo of we three (Brazilians), handing a Brazilian flag.
Hope you like it!
See you,
Giulia.

PS: Giulia & the D9800 Youth Exchange Team are currently on "Safari" in Central Aiustralia
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McMahon's Bridge - more than just Bridge Building!..............
I want to emphasise that it was a great initiative of our Club/Friends & it was far more than just a
Bridge Building, Funding & Co-ordination Exercise by Richmond. Importantly it was an engagement
with a Community representative who had contributed immensely to the Kinglake community &
somehow "slipped through the cracks" when he & his family needed assistance from his community,
government & aid organisation. The personal impact was immeasurable & his confidence in fellow
human-beings was shattered & indeed he was spiralling down into deep depression & worthlessness.
Along came Bonny Grant & the Richmond Team. And the rest is history!
Our Club & Rotary has restored Anthony McMahon's confidence in humanity & in time he will again
put back to his community. Anthony's journey from Black Saturday to recovery is well on the way - we
are all the better for this.
Also - the community partnerships with Catholic Care and Rotary District 9800's Bushfire Recovery
Fund through Mev O'Connell, were an important cog in the wheel of action and Richmond could not
have achieved so much without their support, understanding and financial generosity. They gave
strength to the Rotary Club of Richmond's arm.
Everyone at the Rotary Club of Richmond can be justly proud.
PP Trevor

www.rotaryrichmond.org.au/McMahons%20Bridge.pdf

April is Rotary Magazine Month
April is Magazine Month, a time to celebrate the global network of Rotary’s
official magazines, which provide valuable information to 1.2 million Rotarians.
The Rotary World Magazine Press consists of 32 magazines from Africa, the
Americas, Asia, Australia, and Europe that inform, inspire, and entertain in
languages. In addition to The Rotarian, Rotary’s English-language flagship 23
publication, it offers magazines such as Vida Rotaria (Argentina), Rotary in
Bulgaria, and The Rotary-no-Tomo (Japan).
The RI Bylaws require all club members to subscribe to The Rotarian or a
Rotary regional magazine such as Rotary Down Under.

Overview of Rotary World Magazine Press
More than half the Rotarians worldwide are served by one of 30 magazines (link below).
These publications are produced independently by Rotarians, distributed in
more than 130 countries, and published in 24 languages. They have a combined
circulation of 780,000. Each magazine has a local editorial slant but includes
required articles and photographs of international Rotary interest from The Rotarian.
www.rotary.org/en/MediaAndNews/MorePublications/RegionalMagazines/Pages/ridefault.aspx
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Rotary Images
Rotary Images is a photo library containing thousands of images of extraordinary
projects, programs, and Rotarians from around the world. Photos can be
downloaded, free of charge, and used to enhance your club's Web site, print
publications, and public relations efforts. When publishing, please use creator and
credit fields noted on the photos. For example: Photo by Alyce Henson. © Rotary
International.

Students at Fundaninas, an orphanage in Guatemala City, Guatemala. With support fro m
The Rotary Foundation through several Matching Grants, the orphanage houses, nourishes,
and educates girls ages 2-18. Rotary Images/ Monika Lozinska-Le e.

http://images.rotary.org/netpub/server.np?base&site=Rotary&template=search.np&searchCatalog=catalog

HOMELESSNESS ...some facts
In 2010, 1.1 million adults (7% of the 16.8 million adult population living in private dwellings)
had experienced homelessness at some time in the previous 10 years. There were a similar
number of men and women in this group
Age
People who reported experiencing homelessness in the last 10 years were generally
younger than those who had never been homeless. While one third (32%) of the general
adult population were aged 18-34 years, this age group accounted for 55% of those who had
been homeless. In contrast, while those aged 55 years and over also accounted for one
third (32%) of the general adult population, only 11% of those who had experienced
homelessness were 55 years or over.
Education
People who had experienced homelessness in the last 10 years reported lower levels of
educational attainment. After standardising for age, of adults who had been homeless, one
third (33%) had not gone beyond Year 10 at school nor obtained a non-school qualification
above Certificate II level, compared with 23% of those who had never been homeless.
Having been homeless was also associated with a lower likelihood of having obtained a
Bachelor degree or higher (17% compared with 24% of those who had never been
homeless).
Disability and long-term health condition
Adults who had been homeless in the last 10 years were much more likely to report having a
disability or long-term health condition (64%) compared with those who had never been
homeless (37%). People who had a disability or long-term health condition and had been
homeless in the last 10 years were four times as likely to report that they had a disability
type or restriction which was psychological (22% compared with 5%).
LIVING CONDITIONS
Employment
Being employed has many benefits aside from financial ones, such as providing the
opportunity to build networks and have social interaction. It can also assist with building
confidence, developing a sense of pride and achievement and motivating people. People
who are unemployed or not in the labour force may be more vulnerable to missing out on
these opportunities.
In 2010, adults who had been homeless in the last 10 years were more likely to report being
unemployed (9%) than those who had never been homeless (3%). They were also more
likely to not be in the labour force (41% compared with 31%).
Income
Adults who had been homeless were twice as likely to report that their main source of
personal income was a government pension or allowance compared with those who had
never been homeless (48% compared with 24%).
Adults who had experienced homelessness were more likely to live in a lower income
household than those who had never been homeless. In 2010, three in five (59%) of the
adults who had experienced at least one episode of homelessness in the 10 years prior to
the survey were in the bottom 40% of the household income distribution (after adjusting
gross household incomes for household size and composition), compared with 36% of those
who had never been homeless.
Of adults who had been homeless in the last 10 years, 38% reported being unable to pay
electricity, gas or telephone bills on time, compared with 10% of people who had never been
homeless, while one in ten (11%) of the adults who had been homeless reported that a
member of their household went without meals, compared with 1% of people who had never
been homeless.
www.probonoaustralia.com.auhomelessness

“ Coming to Collect ”
H
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A Blog posted by Maryanne Mooney March 24th, 2012 (Submitted by PE Sue Bolton)

It was a stormy, Autumn late afternoon and unusually cold and bleak. I was taking a
long, relaxing shower upstairs, after a tiring time in the garden. My warm water
reverie was interrupted by our kelpie dog Bill barking. He was incensed. My hackles
went up too, as Bill barks at people he does not know. No one ever comes to our
front door, as we are on a road to nowhere. I instantly thought of the shower scene in
the Hitchcock movie, Psycho. I was alone in our isolated, rambling country home
and I sensed someone was downstairs. My fear escalated, as I could hear a deep,
voice like sound – maybe someone talking to Bill. A jump from the bedroom deck
could be fatal and I had left my mobile phone in the kitchen. I had no choice but to
put on the PJ’s that I had laid out and make the chilling trip down the stairs.
Through the front door glass panes I could see a man, probably in his sixties but
looking fit and therefore possibly dangerous. The weird thing was that he was on a
horse, staring intently into the window. I watched him as he did a cooee call, using
his cupped hands; a practised bushman. He sat and waited and repeated his call a
few times. He looked like he was not going anywhere. I opened the door a crack
and said – “What’s going on?” He replied – “I am here collecting on behalf of the Red
Cross”. I was taken aback so gave him a quick rebuff, muttering something lame
about donating online and with relief I watched him turn his horse and head slowly
out the gates. My brain was still trying to a register the likelihood of a horse as a
means of door-to-door collection.
My heart was still beating quickly but I had a sense I had missed something special,
by wanting to be safe. Curiosity trumped caution! I grabbed my purse, camera and
jacket and ran to the gate. I could see him riding down the road so yelled as loud as
I could. He waved, turned his horse and came back. I gave him some money and
explained that a man visiting the house on horseback had surprised me. We chatted
and he loved to tell a yarn. His name is Howard and he lives at the back of a nearby
township, Glenlyon. Every year in March he covers the locale on horseback,
collecting for the Red Cross on his horse. He has been doing it for years. He only
rides his horse when it is shod, in February.
This was his last weekend and Howard reckons that he has collected about two
thousand dollars. He is not paid to do it and he can only afford to have his horse
shod once a year. Once he is on the horse he doesn’t dismount until the end of the
day, as he suffers from occasional epilepsy.
I listened for half an hour to Howard’s stories; his brain surgery and being proud of
the fact that his father, his brother and himself were all born in the year of the Pig.
His mother used to introduce them as her three pigs! Howard told me that he came
across a book on Chinese horoscopes and that he was pleased to see that people
born in the year of the Pig were inclined to do charitable work. He said they were
also mischievous. I had to agree as joke after joke streamed out.
Sometimes the things that scare us the most are the things we should take a calm
look at and then take on. I was glad that Howard on horseback had come to collect.

http://maryannemooney.blog.com/?p=19
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SIMON MARRIOTT's 3DSYSTEMS on
"ABC Lateline Business"

3D Printing Revolutionises Manufacturing - 28/3
3D Systems Asia-Pacific was featured on ABC Lateline Business 28 April 2012
discussing Additive Manufacturing. Click the image or link below to view video.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012‐03‐29/3d‐printing‐revolutionises‐manufacturing/3919084

The Friends of the Rotary Club of Richmond
Have pleasure in inviting the Members and Friends of the Rotary Club of Richmond to a

CHINESE COOKING CLASS
WITH

JANET WANG

Thursday 31 May 2012
10.30am – 2.00pm
$65.00/person inc cooking class, champagne on arrival, lunch and chinese tea.
Numbers are limited to 16 exclusively for Members and Friends of the Rotary Club of Richmond.
Places will be allocated on a ‘first come first serve’ basis. Full details will be advised on confirmation of place.

All proceeds will go towards the Rotary Club of Richmond community projects.
Enquiries: Maureen Pang Friends of the Rotary Club of Richmond Email: maureen.pang@bigpond.com Mobile: 0411 888 383

R.I. District 9800
P.O. Box 33 Hawthorn,
Victoria, Australia 3122
www.hawthornrotary.org
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ROTARY CLUB OF HAWTHORN INC

http://www.hawthornrotary.org/
Supporting Rotary Charity Projects

Dear President,

Our aussiefootytips.org.au < http://www.aussiefootytips.org.au/ > competition is now online!
HU
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The three principal beneficiaries of this competition are ROMAC, Australian Childhood
Foundation and the Ovarian Cancer Research Foundation all of which have had Rotary
support over the years.
In addition, your Rotary Club members and friends who participate in the competition may
nominate your Rotary Club to receive a $5 rebate for every entry received. An easy
fundraising opportunity for your club!
U
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This unique Rotary project will be publicised through our TV and radio commercials.
Join in the action! Encourage your members to become footy tipsters today!
Visit aussiefootytips.org.au < http://www.aussiefootytips.org.au/ > for information and entry
details.
UH
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A copy of an AussieFootyTips flyer is attached for your member’s interest.
Noel Halford
Fund Raising Director

$5000 grand prize
Big weekly winners
It’s So Easy!

Donate Visit the www.aussiefootytips.org.au website

and make a $25 credit card donation. You’ll become a
registered player and eligible to tip each week for big prizes.

Tip Just visit the website to enter your tips every week.

You’ll be kept fully updated with weekly and progressive totals,
reminders, news and more.

Win $5000 grand prize. $1000 second. $500 third.
Plus weekly vouchers to the value of $100.

Register now at
www.aussiefootytips.org.au

This is an official
Rotary Club of
Hawthorn initiative in
conjunction with
ESPN footytips.com.au

Rotary Club of Rochester
Incorporated No. A0021076T

is having an evening of fellowship at the
Rochester Fire Station
Mackay Street, Rochester

President Graeme Nelson and members
invite

Rotary Club President and partner,
members and partners
to join them in fellowship
at the

PIE AND PORT NIGHT
Saturday 5th May 2012
at
6:30pm for 7:00pm
$27 per person
RSVP Monday 30th April (for catering purposes, thank you)
Past President Heather Watson (Pie & Port)
80 Pascoe Street
Rochester 3561
ph: 5484 1147
email: ghwatson1@bigpond.com
H

You always said you’d come
Why not this year
Cut here: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Rotary Club of ……………………………………………
Number of persons attending at $27 per person ……….
Names: ………………………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………..
Please find cheque enclosed for total of $…………….
Please indicate any specific dietary requirements ……………………….

